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Spartan Daily Staff Writer
 
Despite
 several warnings that fed-
eral aid could be cut, 
San  Jose State 
University officials 
refuse
 to reinstate 
Reserve Officer
 Training Corps 
pro-
grams 









 to reverse 
its September
 1994 decision 
to phase-
out ROTC 
at SJSU may lead
 to a loss 
of 
more  than $57 









By Devin Fehely 
Spartan 




 States will open













for the 1998 
Diversity  Immigrant 
Visa  
Lottery. The 
purpose  of the lottery 
is to give people 
from
 
countries  with a low 
rate of immigration





 with a large 
influx of emigrants  
to the United States 





following  14 countries 
are ineligible for the
 1998 
lottery: 
China,  Taiwan, 
India,
 South Korea, 
Philippines,  
Vietnam, 








immigrants must be 
sponsored by 
a member of their 




become  residents 
of
 the United States.
 However, 
this 
requirement  is waived
 for 
immigrants  who win clic _ 
lottery. 
Most  international 
students
 attend American universi-
ties
 on a F -I, or student, visa. F-1 visas impose
 a number 
of 
restrictions
 upon students. Students with F-1 status can 
works maximum of 20 hours a week and are not allowed 
to work off -campus. 
Doreen Koh, a business major from Malaysia, is inter-
ested in applying for the lottery because she would like to 
have the
 option of working off -campus. 
"The obvious 
advantage  is the ability to work off -cam-
pus. The 
pay on -campus is 
low,"  Koh said. 
Koh
 works in the Event Center 
Box  Office. However, 
she explained she 
could  earn more money at an 
off -cam-
pus job as well as 
gain
 experience related to her major. 
Unlike Koh, 
Ghebru  Afewerki's bid for  
residency 
began
 at home in Eritrea, a nation
 in Eastern Africa. In the 
fall of 1995, Afewerki 
was a third -year chemistry student 
at the University 
of
 Asmara when he was notified that he 
had won the lottery. 
Afewerki
 said 
he was overjoyed to 
have the chance 
to immigrate to the United States. 
"There are a lot 
of opportunities in 
America.
 In our 
country, the opportunity is 
too narrow," Afewerki said. 
Afewerki 
currently  is employed by 
ATMEL,  an elec-
tronics firm.
 He said he plans to 
enroll  part time at SJSU 
See 




 of financial aid 
to more than 15,000 
students, and a 
possible decrease
 in enrollment. 
"At
 this time we are 
unwilling to 
reverse our 
decision  on ROTC on 
the 
basis of 




 Assistant to 
the President 
Dan Buerger. 






Department  of 
Defense
 that we 
have








Caret  has been 
working 
constantly  on the 
ROTC 
issue for
 the past few 
months  and are 
trying to contact





 figure out 
how this law 
affects
 SJSU, because 









University that has 
not 
conformed with the

















Defense  that it is in 
violation
 of the 
Solomon 
Amendment contained in 
the  federal 
law, 
university  officials 
will  not 
change
 their policy to 
discontinue  
ROTC, said Ken 




 decision is in 
direct 
violation of the Solomon
 
Amendment 
which passed in 
September and bars any institution of 
higher education from 
receiving fed-
eral funds if xurc programs are 
denied access on campus. 
Documents 
obtained  by the 
Spartan Daily reveal that the universi-
ty was notified in 
November  
tkatFredrick Pang,
 the assistant secre-
tary of defense for 
Defense  Force 
See ROTC,
 page 6 










By James S. Gunnell*, 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
pAwing
 directly 
into the bay 
through city 
storm drains, blatant 
tax evasion, 
and unfair business 
practices have 
made many of the auto 
shops on Kings Row a target
 for the City 
of San Jose's effort to  clean up the
 area 
and settle 
complaints  from legal business-
es. 
Located two and a half miles north of 




101  and 1-880 intersect, the 
Kings Row area has become a focal point 
of a five-year restoration effort  started by 
former District 7 Councilman George 
Shiralcawa prior to 











 and oil swirl 
around  in the mud 





PHOTO BY DONA 
Fecisout
  
Spartan  Daily 
Since then George Shirakawa Jr., the 
late councilman's son who won the scat 
after his father died, has
 successfully 
spearheaded the movement introduced 
by his father. He has also recruited 
Councilwoman Margie Fernandez of 
District 4, which 
includes  Kings Row, to 
join the 
efforts to clean up the eyesores of 



























 may find 
solace in 
Santa Clara 




not going to 
find out your 
future
 or your next 
date,"  said Sherry 
Sager,
 a major contributor,
 who 
directs government relations
 at Lucile 
l'ackard Children's 
Hospital.
 "It is a 
toll -free service. All of our 
resources
 
are non-profit or county 
agencies 
with professionals." 
The 24 -hour hotline number, 1-
888-247-7717,  is for Santa 
Clara  
County young 
people  from the age of 
8 to 18 who need support 
or counsel-
ing services. Sager 
said all the phone 
operators are 
trained  and remain 
See 
Crisis,  page 6 









 Safe sex week 
The first day 
of 
National Condom 
Week was pure bliss 
Page 
3 


























By Arm DRABS  Spartan Daily 
Tony Christenson,






talks  to a 
reporter
 
Monday  morning in 
his office. 
By James S. Gunsalus 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
1 failing from 
Netawaka,  a town in 
Kansas of 200 people, 
Terry Christensen
 has   










 his arrival in 
San Jose in 1970, 
Christensen,
 who is 







has  taken on the 









 LS well 
on the city
 of San Jose 
itself.  
"When  I came 
here 
in 
the early 70's 
there  
was never 
any  doubt 











council meetings and become 
involved. And 
I'm sure I've learned as 
much from them as they have from 
"(Students)  




















the extent I 
became  involved I 
owe  
that to my students. 
They pushed me 
'r  he impact of 
Christensen's early 
involvement  with 





 his name 
appeared on a list of 
the city's top 
40 
influential people, a 
power 
structure 







status with his 
involvement
 with 
the South Bay Labor
 
Council
 and its 
1978  effort to bring 
district 
elections  to  







































 university's fight to 
keep ROTC 










 our attention that this university is 
the  only California State 
University  in dan-
ger  of losing federal funding  
including  
student financial
 aid  because of an anti -
ROTC policy. 
All of the other
 schools in the CSU 
sys-
tem have 





 government's control 
of
 financial aid 
and funding, but 
SJSU  stands alone. 









have decided that we
 can't support jeopar-
dizing the education of 15,000
 students. 





 Don't Tell" policy of the U.S.
 
military is not 
something  this country 
should be proud of or support. 
Unfortunately, the people who control 
the money make the rules. And the 
rules  are 
that
 SJSU must reverse its decision to phase 
out ROTC programs or 
lose  its $57 million 
in federal 
funds. 
President Robert Caret and the Academic 
Senate must reverse their 
decision to phase-
out ROTC 
programs.  If they do not,  the 
federal 
government  can, and will, halt all 
Editorial 
funding flowing onto this 
campus.  
Daa Buerger, Caret's assistant, says the 
university wants to make
 
sure
 the funding 
will  be yanked before anything is done. But 
students who 
receive
 financial aid cannot 
afford this waiting game, nor can students 
who are considering attending this universi-
ty. 
Chris Constantin, the Associated 
Students director of business affairs and 
Trustee for 
the West Valley/ Mission 
Community College District, has sent a let-
ter to every community college in the 
state  
warning their 
students  of the possibility of 
SJSU losing federal funding. 
He also 
urged  the students to apply else-
where. 
The administrators believe 
this could hurt 
enrollment, and this was a 
premature
 step for 
Constantin
 to take. 
We disagree. 
If SJSU is in danger of losing funding 
because 
of school policy, it is his duty as a 
community college trustee and AS officer to 
warn all students of the possible 
problems of 












now  deal 
with  the 
problem 
sooner  than 
it wanted. 
It 
is time to 
deal  with it 
and
 let ROTC 
return. 
The  university 
is supposed to 
be listed as 
being an anti -ROTC
 school in 
March or 
April.  If this 




 aid, will 
be
 cut off. 
California State 




Sonoma  State University,
 have already 
reinstated their 
ROTC





 campus. They 
saved their 
students'  financial 
aid  and educa-





 to detecting 
breast 
cancer  early 
This
 year, breast cancer will kill more women in 
their 40s than 
any  other disease, yet a leading 
cancer research 
institute  released a panel report 
last month asserting 
that
 the costs associated with regular 
mammograms for women in 
their 40s potentially exceed 
the 
benefits.  





National Cancer Institute's panel 
claims that 
these "potential risks 
associated  with mammography" 
include the idea that routine 
screenings  might produce 
false -negative 
results,  which 
could give a 
patient  inaccurate 
information and create 
a false 
sense of security. On 
the other 
hand, they say routine mam-
mograms
 could lead to false -
positive  results that will lead to 
nothing 
more than anxiety. 
According to the panel, the 
potential over treatment of 
low -risk cancers and the dan-
ger of possible exposure to 
radiation aren't enough to 
maintain that women in their 
40s need regular mammo-
grams. 
Unfortunately, what the NCI doesn't realize is that 
their so-called "panel report," could jeopardize the lives 
of many uncertain women who don't see mammography
 
as an important tool in the fight against breast cancer.
 
Although the medical profession is quick to point out 
that they are not thoroughly knowledgeable about the 
complicated disease known as cancer, they can tell you 
that the war against cancer isn't a losing battle. 'Fhey say 
that with early detection, cancer patients have a better 
chance at survival than those who receive a later progno-
sis. For breast cancer patients, early detection means rou-
tine mammograms. But, if that isn't reason enough that 
the NCI advisory panel should reissue guidelines recom-
mending
 that women in their 40s have routine mammo-
grams, maybe they should look at some vital statistics. 
For example, a 1995 analysis discovered that women 
who obtain regular mammograms in their 40s have a 24 
percent lower breast cancer mortality rate than those who 
do not. If three-finirths of breast cancer cases are detect-
ed through mammography, it is only logical that the 
NCI recommend such routine screenings. Instead, they 
chose to downplay the fact that mammograms save lives. 
Critics of the report include University of New 
Mexico radiologist MR had N.
 liver,
 who called it "a 
death sentence for 
thousands of women," AS well as two 
01 ilic nation's highly regarded groups in 
the light against 
ruin
 cr. the 
American  ( :Miler Society and die American 
Medical
 Assoc iation, both 01 
whom
 continue to endorse 
regular mammogram 
screenings by die age of 40. Even 
NCI's director, Dr. Richard Klausner, has begun to 
inquire about the panel's 
findings,  suggesting the panel 
might have withheld significant evidence that would sup-
port early niammograms AS being 
extremely
 beneficial. 
Even though the NCI is unfounded in their research, 
they have All opportunity to reticent their ludicrous claim 
that regular mammograms for women in their 40s Are 
Unnecessary. By re exaiiiiiiing the importance of mam 
mography anti admitting that there is a direct link 
between MAIllmogrAnis and the crusade against cancer, 
we may just have a , han, e at winning this battle once 

























 an interesting similar-





Dangerfield   neither gets much 
respect. 
Dangerfield, however,
 jokes about his 










officials  trying to create a big -name 
university with a 
small -college attitude. 
This holds true for both the
 adminis-
tration and the athletic department. Both 
sides spew hopes of competing 
with 
major universities throughout the coun-
try, but 
always
 seem to fall short. 
For example, the university adminis-
tration 
wants to be the Metropolitan 
University in the heart of the Silicon 
Valley, and rightfully so. However, the 
administration 
has  a lot of work to do in 
order to prepare its students for careers 
where they have to work with computers. 
If you look at the athletic 
department,  
it operates in a very similar fashion. The 
Spartans are 
constantly  making the effort 
to try and play with the big boys hut 
don't want to go out and recruit the 
coaches or players needed to compete 
with the bip;ger schcxds. 
This
 university sits in the cold shadow 










out and walk 
the walk. 
of
 universities like Stanford,  UC Berkeley 
and Santa Clara, but it 
wants  to be mentioned in the 
same company. Unfortunately, the only 
thing SJSU has 
in common with these universities is its 
proximity  to 
the Bay Area. 
I 
propose  one of two solutions for SJSU: either go all 
out when trying
 to be the university it really could 
be, 
or just admit it and 
quit  trying to move into the upper 
echelon of universities. 
If the 
university  wants to move into the WAG, 
go
 
ahead. But don't move into the 
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recruit and start 
average
 players who 
probably wouldn't riWte 
most of the 
competition's 
teams. 
If you are going to do it, do it. So 
when it comes 
down
 to finding a head 
coach, make
 an honest attempt to 
find
 
someone who will either fill 















 inexperienced  talent
 
that never 





those  same people 








members  of 
the  uni-
versity  would 




University  of 
Nevada,  
Reno than
 a 40 -point













and not have 
the journalism 
department 














does  a good job
 of 
making 











 to me, this looks
 
like
 Addressing style 
more  than 1111)-
Stance.  
There is a lot 
this  univmity 
nerds  to 
do in order to gain the 
respect of its students and
 offi-
cials at other 




 division to 
a more 
competitive  one doesn't 
make  a small-minded 
university  a more aggressive, 
more
 talented university. 
Either 
SJSU needs to swallow its 
pride and stop try-
ing to front like 
it
 is Stanford or Cal, 
or do like those 
schools and go out 











 to the Editor or 
Cammoi  Votwpant. 
A 
letter ti
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of ram that him 
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the  world's 
26 richest 
nations.  
Homicide  rates 
are 
five 
times higher in the 
United
 Stares. 




 14 and younger is 





 death statistics with fig-
ures  




 economics and 
a 
population  of at least a mil-
lion. 
As





other  diseases 
have  
fallen 

















 that the epidemic 
of violence that 
has hit 
younger  children in 








United  States. 
Handgun 
control
 groups blamed much of the prob-
lem 
on the presence of 
more













which  are handguns,  and many 
are kept 
loaded,
 according to 




 Center for 
Gun Policy 
and  Research. 
It is 
possible










































has set up 









juvenile  crime 
is part of 
the pur-





 and it 









is not the solution
 for child 
homicide.  






 a non-profit 
organization 
sponsored  an anti
-vio-
lence workshop to 
help
 them learn methods
 of settling 
everyday conflicts 
without guns or 
fistfights. 
However,









 acceptance of violence and low 
funding of social programs
 as contributing factors to the 
high homicide 
rate.  
No matter how 
many  causes there are and how hard 
it is to solve problems,
 everyone needs to work to make 
a better 
society. 




















seating  policy 
at
 
the Event ( 'enter 


























UNI.V  and 
Tulsa  games Al 
the  Event I 
'enter.
 
I sat in "llly seat"









 seats, even 
though 
there had 
been no other 
indica-
tion that students
 could no longer 
use 
these  seals. I 0 
make
 matters 
worse, the people 
whom  "staff 
pro"
 claimed rightfully 
had these 
scats, held the same
 tickets I did. 
Before the 
Air  Force game, not 
wanting to 
make the same mis-
take, I asked




 Center operations if it 
was OK to sit in those 
scats once 
more. He said the 
scats  would not 
be "reserved" 




He said it was OK. 
It is 
not that I am uncoopera-
tive The next game against 
Ilawaii. I was asked to leave 
Inv 
Campos Viewpoint 
angry fraternity members. It 
was 
rush week, and the scats
 were 
clearly marked, so I moved.
 
After a return to the normal 
seating arrangement for
 the San 




 A friend and I 




being infinrmed by the 
ticket office 
that
 the Sears in ques-












spots.  They 
were 





















 a "staff 
pro"  informed 
us 
that  we













'staff  pro" 
informed  us 
that he 
'did not care
 what we had
 
been told,"
 and that 
we
















































 and we 













 of the Event
 
Center  staff, this







sistent policy is 
the only way  to 
remedy this problem.
 The 'staff 
pro" whose 




 be made 
aware of 
this policy and 
must act 
in a professional




As SJSU is 
struggling  to 
become a "big 
league"  university, 
it is imperative
 we present a 
posi-
tive image. 
If you were 







university  if 
this had 
hap-

























something  from the 
heart  





 event, "Something from the 
Heart," today from noon - 
I:30p.m. in the Pacheco 
Room in the Student Union. Call Jane




advising  offered 
For those with tier time after the busy workday,
 
the Re
-Entry  Advisement Program is giving Evening 
Advising today from 5 - 6:30 p.m. in the Student 
Resource Center located inWahlquist Central. For 
more information call Jane at 
924-5950. 
Career 
Center gives orientation 
There
 will be a Recruiting Services Orientation 
today at 
5:30  p.m. in the Costanoan Room in the 
Student 




Co-op orientation available to 
students
 
The Career Center is having a Co-op Orientation 
session today at 12:30 p.m. in the 
Almaden Room in 
the Student Union.
 Call 924-6033 for more infor-
mation. 
Design your own 
internship  
A "Designing Your Own internship" 
workshop  is 
being offered to students today by the Career 
Center  
in the Guadalupe Roomin the 
Student
 Union at 2 
p.m. For more information call 924-6033. 
Women
 engineers meet at 
Iguana's 
he Society of  Women Engineers is holding its 
first 
general
 meeting today at 7 p.m. at 
Iguana's
 
Restaurant (located near the 
corner of San Carlos 
Ave. and 3rd 






 field trip 
Students interested in 
joining the Campus 
Democrats can 
discuss
 their upcoming Feb. 
22 trip 
to San Francisco todayat 3 
p.m. in the Pacheco 
Room in the Student Union. 
Call  Rick today at 449-
6199 for 
more  information. 
Spin some 
Tango moves 
Learn some new dance 
moves as the Ballroom 
Dance Club 
offers
 an intermediate 
dance session 
today from 8 a.m.
 - 10 p.m. in Room 
89 of the SPX 
Building. Call 924 -SPIN





 for your 
Valentine 
Want to know how much percentage
 of body fat 
is in you? Cometo the 2 for 1 Valentine Special body 
fat testing being offered today from 1:30 - 3 p.m. in 
CCB 103 by the Department of Nutrition
 and Food 
Science.
 Call Kim at 924-3110 for more informa-
tion. 
Ministry
 conducts Ash 
Wednesday
 Mass 
The Catholic Campus Ministry is having Mass and
 
Ashes on Ash Wednesday
 (today) from 12:05 - 
12:30 p.m. at the John XXIII Center, 
across from 
the SJSU Theater. 
For  more informationcall Ginny 
at 938-1610. 
Speaker 
discusses  Islamic faith 
Hamza Yusuf will be speaking
 at the "Islam?" 
event today being 
offered
 by the Muslim Students' 
Association from noon - 1:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe 
Room in the Student Union. Call 




Ash Wednesday service offered 
Today the Episcopal Canterbury Community is 
giving an Ash 
Wednesday service at noun in 







Discuss Lent with your free 
dinner 
'I'he Episcopal
 Canterbury Community is having 
a free dinner and discussion on "What is Lent good 
for  Why 
prepare  for Laster?" today from 5:30 p.m. 
- 7 p.m. in the Almaden Room in the Student 
Union. For more information call Anna at293-2401. 
Lutheran Fellowship gives 
services 
There will be mid -week services given by the 
Lutheran Student
 Fellowship 
today at 7:30 
p.m.  in 
the First Immanuel Lutheran Church located 374 
S. 
3rd St. Call D. Hawkins at 
292-5404  for more infor-
mation.
 





 'I 'here will be a special 
event  today 
offered by the Asian American 
Christian
 Fellowship 
at 7:30 p.m. in 
the  Guadalupe Room in the Student 
Union. For more information 
call  278-1948. 
Compiled by 
Shane  Lewis 
Spartan Daily Entertainment 
Editor  
Woman  recounts 
horrors
 
By Terri K. Milner 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Stories of courage 
and  horror are sched-
uled to be told by 
Isabel  Galhos, an escapee 
from her home 
in East Timor in the 
South  
Pacific, 7:30 




Galhos, who was 
three  years old in 1975 
when  Indonesia invaded
 her country, was, 
in the following years,
 injected with Depo-
Provera, a 
birth control shot, 
against  her 
will and 
saw her two brothers killed
 in her 
own home for crying out 
in hunger. 
Going 
beyond her own experiences, 
Galhos 
will
 describe the suffering endured
 
by the 
women of her 
country
 in the 22 
years of Indonesian
 occupation, including 
massive 
forced  sterilization 
and  the raping 
of women and girls, often in 
view of their 
families. 
Touching on the 
apparent
 tolerance of 
North America 
and  Europe toward 
the 
occupation of her, she
 is also expected to 
discuss
 the significance of the 1996
 Nobel 
Peace
 Prize winners Roman
 Catholic 
Bishop Carlos Belo and activist
 Jose Ramos 
Hotta, leaders




herself no stranger to 
rebellion, 
started 
her work with the 
underground 
resistance in 1991 and two
 years later was 
instrumental in 
organizing  a peaceful 




 military youth 
corps, Galhos did both what
 she needed 
and wanted to do: wore 
an army uniform 
in order to stay alive and 
secretly  helped 
the underground
 resistance. 
In 1994, when she defected
 to Canada, 
Galhos began 
speaking out for her coun-
try's freedom, 
clinging  to the hope of 
returning 
to East Timor once 
the country 
is again
 set free and establishing
 an educa-
tion  center to teach 
women  about the 
pow-
erful roles they can
 forge in rebuilding their 
country. 
Galhos' 





 A Courageous 
Woman Speaks Out," is 
sponsored  by the 
San Jose State 
University  Institute for 
Social 
Responsibility.  The speech 
is wheel-
chair
 accessible and open 
to the public. 











(Al') - A high 
school  
honor student
 who said she 
brought  a knife 
to school to cut
 a friend's birthday
 brown-
ies was 





Superintendent  Tom Saylor had 
recommended that 
Amber  Nash, 15, be 
suspended for 33 school 
days
 for bringing 
the kitchen 
knife to school 
earlier  this 
month. 
After a meeting Monday night
 with 
Amber's parents 
and two lawyers, the 
school board unanimously decided
 on a 
10 -school -day suspension. 
Amber, suspended since Feb. 4, 
will 
return to school Feb. 18. The board
 
also allowed
 Amber to have lesson
 plans 
from classes she missed. 
School board members
 called the sus-
pension just.
 They said the punishment
 
shows they are serious 
about weapons in 
schools, 
even
 though Amber did 
not mean 
for the 
knife  to be used 
as
 a weapon. 
Gobles,
 population 810,






By Deanna Zemke 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Condom Central has finally arrived at San 
Jose State University. 
A table has been set up by Condom Co-
op this week inside the Student Union and 
includes anything from simple Valentine's 
Day cards to Sweetheart's candy with con-
doms
 to Valentine Heart Baskets with lubri-
cants, chocolate candy, and various condoms. 
The items were featured for sale yesterday and 
will also be available today from 9 am. to 2 
p.m. 
Flavored lubricant attracted a lot of atten-
tion as students used the 
samples to taste 
strawberry, cherry and orange flavors. The 
tuxedo condom is generally the 
best selling 
product.  
"This is interesting  and fun,"
 nursing stu-
dent Jennifer Ruen 
said.  "People usually think 
of this as something private but 
this  is so open. 
It 
caught my eye. It's also kind of 
embarrass-
ing to have 
people
 see what you buy. If you see 
your close friends, you 
want  to know what 
they're buying." 
A 6 -foot penis balloon will 
be featured 
through Friday, when the 
contest of naming it 
ends.
 Many 
students  participated in the nam-
ing contest in 
addition
 to guessing how many 
condoms were in a jar. 
Freshman math major Julia 
Saldana
 visited 
Condom Central and also entered the contest.
 
"This is kind of funny. I wondered what 
the heck this is and it made me look twice and 
stop over to check it out," she said. 
SJSU senior E.J., who wished not to be 
fully identified, 
also  stopped by Condom 
Central.
 
"It's cool. It's different. The 6 -foot penis 
especially attracted my 
attention,"
 he said. "I 
hope I win 
the contest for originality." 
An hour-long safe sex presentation was 
given Tuesday night at Joe West Hall for
 all 
the residents with 
other  presentations coming 
up for other students next week. 
Although Tuesday's 
activities  were a suc-
cess, Condom Co -Op volunteer Natalie 




people interested in the pro-
motion of condom use." 
Over 
$100 worth of merchandise was sold 
yesterday. Normally it takes
 an entire week to 
sell $100 of products at the Health Center. 
Renee Allen, peer 




Week,  feels that yesterday's 
reception was positive. 
"Professors have been complimenting us 
on how
 
tasteful  this is and  staff members have 
been buying condom pop sticks," Allen said. 
"People commented that they didn't know 
that this 
program
 existed at the Health 
Center. A lot of guys
 were surprised at how 
low 















NEW  HAVEN, 
Conn.  
In















 is conducting 
an investigation 
that 
may  lead to a 
lawsuit against 
many  renowned 
publishing houses.
 
Firms such as 
the Yale University 
Press,
 the Oxford 










 as "dual 
discounting" 
that 















  a form of 
price discrimination










market the same books to 
academic  
bookstores as 
textbooks, and to gener-
al bookstores as trade books. 
Publishing  houses 
will  discount 
trade








































































discounted only 20 percent
 from 
retail price. 
In other words, students can 
prob-
ably find course books offered
 by gen-
eral 
bookstores  at prices much cheap-
er than those offered by college 
book-
stores. 
"To what extent it's 
hard to tell, 
but dual discounting 
definitely con-
tributes to higher 
textbook  prices," 
said 











 employ dual 
discounting,










however,  do not for the 
most  
part adopt
 such measures. 
Although claims of 
price  discrimi-
nation historically have 
been  difficult 
to prove, the NACS
 investigation so 
far has turned up 




Block said. But. NACS is not
 ready to 
name names, she added. 
If a lawsuit does 
materialize,  the 
case will most likely
 get underway in 
April. Block said. 
The legislation 
governing
 all such 




and  substantive elements" that 
require 
a strong burden of proof, said 
Chris
 MacAvoy, who heads the 
American Bar Association's 








 Act allows 
companies to 
charge
 different prices 
for the same 
product if 
publishing  
costs vary  for 
example
 if books cost 
more to print 









 that college 
students' exces-
sive return 









for dual discounting. 
"We don't believe there is any cost 
justification for it. The facts 
will
 not 
bear out that they have
 higher 
returns," she said. "Discriminating 





 is not a new 
practice in the publishing industry.  
The practice was common in the early 
1980's, although lawyers then 
dealt  
with

























doesn't have to stop 
when
 the 
paychecks  start. 
Especially if 
you  join 































communicates,  you 
have plenty 
to smile
 about. So 
if you agree
 that it's 
possible




interesting  work, 
Adobe
 may be the 
place for you.
 To find out more






and  Placement 
and




 Tues, Feb 






Job Fair '97 Wed,
 Feb 26 
On 
Campus
 Interviews  Mon, Mar 
3 
Or
 send your resume to Adobe 
Systems, College Relations, 
Dept. COLRE9697, 
345 Park Ave., San Jose, CA 95110. 
FAX (408) 537-4010. WE. 
Adobe, 
the
 Adobe logo, and the
 tabby,
 
Was con dream 
S.
 
you can di It' are tradernaAs al 
Mob* Systems Ituorpotatod 
o 
17
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Fax:  (415) 968-0217 



















 Camino Real West,






Arte Fotografico a 
su Servicio y Algo Mas! 
Tab 





332 E. Santa 
Clara St. 
San 










Valentine  1 




if two if  -rs
 
'Choke

















I 150 E. San 
Carlos  San Jose (408) 292-2840 
1 
I 
coupon expires 2-28.97 
tax not included 
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 lidenitne:s  Day
 
One or two persons 




Free hot Breakfast 
2444 
stevois.( 'Iva raw ,
 Sui lose 
27" 





(Rcptilai  Rale $1 19 
OM 
Arena Hotel 






 14,0 In/ ttop..1,11 ,oltt 









ley any 6 
inch sandwich
 and a 
medum 
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Florist  Plant  Gift  Weddings 
1045-B S. DE ANZA BLVD. 
SAN JOSE, 















































































 reduction and 
relaxation  
for
 busy people 




 your busy 
day. 
Get ready



























































 Exploring the 
Internet  can 
bring
 a 




 night, when the 
Spartans visit 
Nevada
 Las -Vegas for 
a key men's basketball game. Ken 
Korach, a finc announcer who
 spent 












 Fresno State coach Jerry 
Tarkanian on his Feb. 17 
return  to 
UNLV, where he coached the 
Rebels to 12 N(:AA 
Tournaments  
before departing under fire in 
1992:  
"the UNLV game is going to be a 
nightmare. I think that's part of my 
penance for 





















Division.  The 
Mountain,
 
with three teams ranked in the Top 




Jean for missing 
key free throws 
against Fresno State, keep in mind 
that the 
misses  would have meant 
nothing if he had nor 
carried  the 
team
 for 36 minutes 
with  his 28 
points. 
 After 10 home 
games,
 SJSU's 
season attendance total for men's 
basketball  is 22,911. That's 
just 
2,515 more than







have  drawn 174,400 fans 
this season
 despite their 
1-19 record. 
 Back in SJSU's
 former confer-
ence,  the 
University
 of Pacific (9-1)
 
is the only learld in 
the Big West's 
Western Division with a winning 
record. Only five of 12 Big West
 
teams 
have winning records. 
 Patrick Walsh, who defected to 
the
 University of Texas following 
SJSU's 
football  season, is tied 
for the 
team lead 
in hits (10) and runs (10) 
through seven games.
 Walsh is bat-
ting .333
 for the 5-2 
Longhorns.  
 By trading 
Chris Mullin, 
Warriors General Manager Dave 
Twardzik could 
make himself a 
front-runner 
for the NBA 




 trade talk: if 
Calgary's  
Theo Fleury is in fact 
on the trading 
block,  Sharks G.M. 
Dean  Lombardi 
could make the
 most popular 
move  
of his tenure by 
acquiring  the most 
hated





 the United States
 
Marine Corps is 
still  looking for "a 
few good 
men."  Riddick 
Bowe?
 
 Isn't it supposed
 to be OK for 
men to cry? 
Oliver
 McCall's pouting 
in the ring 
may have cost him 
$3 
million. 
Just  give the 
poor
 guy his 
dough, but request
 that he pulls 
himself 





























 as the 
Spartans  played 
Tulsa, 
















THE  END 
OF THE BENCH 
By Matt 
Romig 
PHOTO By DONS Facecics  Spartan Daily 
Mary Tourdotte, the No. 1 seed for the 
SJSU  tennis team, wins in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2 on 
Tuesday against Sonoma State University. 
Spartans
 
serve  out 
sweep  
By Andrew Hussey 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
It Was smooth sailing for the San 
Jose State University women's ten-
nis team in its third match of the 
season as it swept the Sonoma State 
University Cossacks under the rug 
with  an 9-0 win Tuesday. 
In a match that saw five of the 
six singles matches end in straight 
sets, the only question left on any-
one's mind was whether or not the 
doubles matches would end before 
the sun went  down. 
"I had confidence that we would 
win, but I really didn't think it 
would be this easy," said coach 
Anh-Dao Nguyen. "I just com-
pared our players to theirs and felt 
we were more prepared." 
'The only potential problem for 
the Spartans
 came when I.isa 
Manio of Sonoma State won the 
first set in her singles match against 
Staci Holmes.
 
Holmes settled back into her 
game in the second and third sets, 
however, and pulled out the victo-
ry, 2-6, 6-4, (3-4. 
"It was
 a good 
match for 
(Staci)," Nguyen said. "she played 
really well and it was good for
 her 
mental attitude to win after losing 
the first set." 
On the other courts, Mary 
Tourtlotte and Amy Bankston won 
their singles matches easily 6-2, 6-2 











San Jose State University remained 












allowed just four 
hits and struck 
out nine in eight 
innings to earn 
his first win of the sea-
son. The 
Spartans improved
 to 9-0 
while the 
Dons fell to 
4-4.  
John 
Misplay,  'Iodd Duncan and 
Scott Lewis 
fueled the offensive attack 
as 
SJSU  touched six 
USF
 pitchers for 
13 hits. 




three  runs as the 










































































































In addition, Heather Klein won 
her singles match 6-1, 6-4 and Den 
Wong won 6-3,
 6-3. Michelle 
Matto rounded out the singles 
sweep with an easy 6-2, 6-0 victory. 
"Even though our coach 
told
 us 
that Sonoma State would be tough 
to beat, I expected to win going 
into the match," Matro said. 
Because they had already won 
the match with their six singles 
match victories, the Spartans 
played 
more  relaxed in their dou-
bles matches than they had earlier 
and barely 
broke
 a sweat. 
Tourtlotte and Bankston won  
their lint -to -eight doubles match 
8-3, while 
Wong
 and Nicole 
Caviglia managed an 8-6 victory. 
Matro and Holmes seemed to 
be having fun and took their time 
beating their opponents, 8-5. 
"Mari (Holmes) and Michelle 
(Matro) got bored in their match," 
Nguyen said. "I would have liked 
for them to he more focused going 
in and get the victory." 
The 
Spartans  will be taking on 
the University of Portland 2 p.m. 
Thursday at Spartan Courts. 
Nguyen is confident that with 
the right attitude, the Spartans will 
be able to put another victory 
under their belt. 
"Our team is physically up to 
the challenge," she said. "What will 










slipped to third at OSU/SMU 
Challenge by shooting a 
second













OSU/SMU  Challenge 
Palos Verdes, Calif. 




Women's  tennis v. Portland 
2 p.m., :7;partan 
Courts  
 Women's basketball v. 
UNLV  
7:30 p m., Event
 Center 
 Men's basketball at Air Force 





 Baseball at Cal 
Poly.  SLO  
 Women's gymnastics 
7:30 p.m., Spartan Gym 






 Men's tennis at UNLV 
12 
p.m..  Spartan Courts 
 Baseball at Cal Poly, SLO 
 Women's basketball v. Air Force 
735 p.m., Event Center 
 Men's basketball at UNLV 
7:35  p.m., Las Vegas 
 Softball
 
Spartan Kick -oft Tournament 
at Twin Creeks 
SUNDAY 








 Sharks at Buffalo 
SPARTAN STATS 




















4 14 7 




2 7 10 9 
All Force 1 10 
5 15 
runs record to 9-0 with 
advantage of six USE errors. 
SJSU 
scored
 two runs in the top of 
the second inning and never looked 
back. The runs came without a hit, as 
USE starter l'aul Definer walked 
three  batters and hit two 
more. 





After the Dons answered with a 
run in their 
half of the second, SJSU 
responded with three runs on just one 
hit, and RBI single by Misplay. 'The 
Spartans scored in five consecutive 
innings to take a 9-1 lead. 
With the 
game  already in hand, 
SJSU exploded lin four runs in the 
eighth on back-to-back home runs 
from Misplay and Steve Ashley. 
Misplay's second home run of the sea-
son gave 
him  two hits and four RBIs 
in the 
game.  
Carricri allowed a run in
 the
 sec-
ond inning, then combined with Erik 
Snclgrove to shut out
 
the Dons for 
the final 
seven  innings. 
SJSU puts its undefeated record 
wiA CHECK THIS JOB OUT! 
Flexible Hours! Tuition Assistance! 
Stay Fit While you Earn! 
RPS has openings tor MEN & WOMEN able to sort, route 
& load 
packages in its 
Milpitas Terminal Advantages to working with us include. 
Starting pay $7.50-$8/hour 




shifts,  Monday -Friday: 




 you are able to 
handle  an average
 of 50 pounds & 
are available to 
work
 
one of the above
 shifts. then 
come





















CALIBER  SYSTEM COMPANY 









on the line Friday in the opener of a 
three -game
 series at Cal Poly San Luis 
Obispo. 





until Feb. 21 
when Fresno State 
comes to town for a three
-game series. 
romp 
9.1811   023 211 040  13 13 1 
USF   010 000 000  1 4 5 
WP  Carrion (1-0) LP  Danner (1-0) 
LOB SJSU 11, USF 
28  SJSU (Jams% Lewis), 3 hits SJSU 
(Duncan), 2 hits  SJSU (Misplay, Lewis) 
Records  SAW (9-0), Peel0C (4-4) 
rest;urant  
new































(OOKS-  Broiler; 
Saute,  Pizza, Pantry, 
Salad  Li? Prep 
Full





















































A sea of 
junked cars may bring
 a tidy profit when 
sold














ing Ili, iny, Row area of my dis-
tr. I, I ernande, said. "There were 
dismantled
 (Ars on 
the street
 leak-
ing into the storm 
drains
 and a 
r11111111Cr it other 
major environ-
mental
 violations. It's 
those  envi-
ronmental




problem  of illegal auto
 
shops

























that ..interns its 
is the issue 
of
 fairness The cost of 
operaiiity 
leyillv
 is in. redible. Even 
without the
 illeyally 
operating  , 
petition 














 is we want 
shops  like 
those 
on
 Kings Row to 
do what we 
have to do or let
 115 operate the way 
they do, but that's 
not  going to hap-
pen. 
Kittle added
 that the majority
 of 
problem
 lies in the city's 
bureaucra-
cy, Arm





 do not 
COMMIMILAIC 




 t [-eating a 
lack of agency 
accountability,  he 
said.  
"lie, anNe
 IlltSC agencies don't 
keep Ira. k 
siwhat  each other are 
doing, 






















the right thing, and 
the 
government
 (1,1111IS on us 
to do 




 effort to 




 es, MUIR il 
officials 
have drafted a 
I5 -page ordinance 
that would set guidelines clarifying 
the definition 
of a dismantler in San 
Jose. 
According
 to an Auto 
Dismantlers 
Association  member, 
who 
wishes  to remain anonymous 
for business reasons, the city's ordi-
IIIAIR 
e making approat-h to the 
problem
 is dangerously similar to 
"those with 













accountable  to 
the new 
ordinance, 
while  unit 
censed 
businesses remain undocti 
memed and 
tininspeciecl,  forming a 
temporary 






name colon erliellt MI Illegal 
1/11SI-
nesces, the only operations
 to be 
fined





 all ISM(' 
of
 ass's  slip-
ping through the
 s rat 
ks,














Jose  siide  enforcement
 





resour, es needed for puttiny 
together a program with an impat 
are 




 , Ii y attorney Mut., 
anti city 
council  tune Are All limited 
but they 
arc.




have  any impact on the 
problem,"
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Cs,  l'rrIlalltle/ And 












 pone,' is going to take 
time
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 A former student 
whit  is now proy,rain 
And ptililit,111011, 
tOOft1111.110f




 11(1,1CIISCII 10 













tis Ninth. In this 
thaliter he 
rel.  011111S the era 
of the city s history in 
whit Ii he was the MOSV 
II Nil' 
I AIWA VS knew Terry 
uas nearby anti involved 
with the sublect," 
I lencierson  said 
"In  a cur 
rent let litre he gave Al Ille 
f1111Se11111. 
111.111V
 111 the 
insights  he had 
when
 I wAs 
a student
 still cloy 
tilt. 
Iteflet wig tin his 
situ  
dents, both p.ist 
And pre 
sent.  
t. hostensen is proud
 
111 .111
 1110Se W110 11.11.1. 
111e111SelVeS In 
torimisinsts  yroups luith 
pr.ifessuinallv  And within 
their 
OWII  lull 
takes  neither 
redit or blame 
for 
their %Oil esses 
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 Fredrick Pang is 
aware 
of




Chairman  Frank 
Holt, a 
retired  U.S. 
Army
 Lt. 
Colonel, of the 
area's  ROTC 
Committee  warned 
Caret
 that SJSU 
would  be 
declared  an anti
-ROTC 
university  and 
denied  federal 







has  already 
reinstated  
their  ROTC 













explained  his 
decision
 to reinstate 
ROTC programs 









 ROTC and 
begin
 allowing recruiters
 on campus, 
Caret 
was  informed 
of their 
decision  
the  same month. 
If federal 
funds  are cut 
from  SJSU, 
nearly
 half the 
students,  who 
current-
ly 
receive  $38 
million  in federal 
funds 
through financial 








 percent of 
the students 
who  receive 
financial










would  cause a 
tremendous  drop 
in 
budget
 affecting the 
number  of facul-
ty 
members  and 
courses  offered," 
Ryan said. "The 
ability  to operate the 
university
 would be 
hampered."  






















































































































 about a 
situation  that 
may Or 
may  not 131X1111. 
The Academic Senate 
is set to 
decide 
in March whether 
or not it 
will 
request
 that ROTC programs be 
reinstated, unless some
 action is taken 
by the Department of Defense which 
would  move up the meeting. 
"Our non-discriminatory policy is 
at stake," Peter said. "We can't allow 
ROTC or any other organization on 
campus that discriminates
 against our 
students." 
SJSU began phasing out ROTC in 
November of 1994 when it deemed 
that the implementation of the 
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell," left intact 
the long-standing prohibition of 
homosexuals in the military which 
violated CSU anti -discrimination 
Airline strike may 
interfere  




The Oklahoma Daily 
(U -WIRE) NORMAN, Okla.  
Students
 may be stuck for spring 
break if American 
Airlines  pilots go 
on strike Friday. 
lithe airline and pilots 
don't reach 
an
 agreement by midnight Friday, 
the 
pilots  have tliFitsped to go on strike, 
which would
 shut American down. 
Norman travel agents said they 
will  
do what they can to 
reschedule flights 
but are holding out little hope 
heCaUSC MOSE 
flights  will already be 
full. 
'I'm Reach, computer specialist at 
'Ile Boarding
 Pass Travel Agency, 
said he spent the 
morning  handling 





continued from page 1 
lis
 illt lig1111111r, 
111..ft  1, All unshakable optimism 
III AleWefkl... outlook 1.ir the future. 








their travel plans. 
"They will refund 
the ticket if 
flights on other 
airlines  cannot be 
found," 
he said. "But that is still 
not 
much of a consolation 
because  those 
people have lost their
 travel."Beach 
and others are most troubled
 by the 
potential 
upset  in this weekend's 
trav-
el arrangements for 
Presidents Day. 
"At this point, we
 
are not able to 
re -accommodate these people because 
the flights  are already full," said 
Dolores Jury, manager at 
Bentley  
Hedges Travel Services. "I think by 
March, everything will




 odyssey has just begun. 
Establishing 
permanent
 residence is 
the first




 a general rule, an immi-









 period for the 
Diversity Immigrant Visa Lottery 
began Feb. 3 and 
will
 end March 5. 
The application is free. 
Interested  students should contact 
the International Student Services 
Office at 924-5920 for more informa-
tion.
 
continued from page 1 
while handling calls. 
A teen
 wlui calls the multilingual 
line 
is
 .1SNCSNC1.1 by a volunteer , who 
ha, had .t minimum
 of 50 hours ()I' 
11.1111111p. After the problem is diag-




.1 service organization that 
11111VI,It'S lir,
 
















IC101.11-(CS,"  Said 
Sager, who is also received a masters 
in public 
admirliStf.IIIOn  from SJSU. 
"It's (now) 
easier
 tor the teens because 
there is 
only
 one line to call. Trained 





According to material from the 







more  youth to call and get help 
when  they most need it. The 24-7 
committee, headed




 providers, county 
employees,
 phone company represen-
tatives and interested 
community 
members who are 
supported by the 
Santa Clara 
County Social Services 
Agency. 
"This  will become a 
success,  if kids 
are aware of the program and  
use it," 
said  Simitian, who 
believes  the pro -
mot Mn will not 
only
 add hope but 
save 
lives.  
'Tuesday,  at the press conference 
in 
the Santa 
Clara  Board of 
Supervisors
 
office,  local students
 staged a pair of 
phone calls in 
front  of approximately 
80 spectators. The 
troubled  youth, 
"Manuel," 




 his problem and 
was trans-
ferred
 to an agency  
who
 could direct -









Alto  Santa Clara 
44,C -
L'For










One  of Equal 
or LIZSISt7 
























ly deal with his 
specific  needs. 




 talking to a 
friend, can call and talk to someone 
who is there
 just to listen," said 
Andrew Hill High School student 
Hector Rangel, who played Manuel. 
Blanca Alvarado,
 who chairs the 




 spoke to teens in 
attendance.  

















































local  youth "to 
spread the 
word  about 
(24-7), a 
life-saver for









 I don't 





















 in college marketing 
is seeking an energetic 
entrepreneurial  
student tor the position of campus rep
 
No sales involved Place
 advertising on 
bulletin boards for companies such as 
American Express and Microsoft 
Great part-time lob earnings Choose 
yOUf own hours 4-11 hours per week 
required  Call 
Campus Rep Program
 






Seattle WA 95119 
800 1874434
 
















































































Noe SPARTAN DAILY 
nukes
 main for products or 
embers advertised




























































 possess a 
valid California
 drivers 




 and the 
will-































Npirg,  etc. 










Ability to wont effectively
 w/ public 
in hectic una. office environment. 
PAY:




  TEA 
retail sales 
We are currently
 interviewing for 
retail  sales positions at our new 
El Paseo de 
Saratoga  store, 












promotional  opportunities. 
To apply, visit our Camden
 Park 
store (2035 Camden Avenue 
in 
San Jose). We encourage 
applications
 from people of all 







paced leading Athletic Club. 
PT/FT. Call 
226.5688.  





play center for 2-12 yr 
olds. MM. 6 ECE units req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends. Team teach 
errvironrnent Benefits avail. Apt* in 
person at KidsPerk: 
 Near 
Oakridge  Mall, 281-8880 
5440 
Thornwood Dr., SJ 
 Near Valley Fair,  985-2599 










NEW  Westgate 
Mall  
Call Heidi
 at 281-8880. 
GRAYER:0E
 CHID DPELCPARINT 
Ctr. 
looking
 for teacher. Qualified 
person
 to work part-time
 from 
1:3043:00pm. Must 
have at least 
12 ECE units.
 Located in Almaden
 
Valley area. Offer great benefits. 
Cell 
Michelle  404997-1980. 
AMIN.






Union  is looking for a 
top 
notch  person 
who is interested 
in a parttime position 
to
 assist re 
Aquatic Cuter Manager & Supervisor 
Its watily of ades. ported re Achill 
Mho.
 
3d floor of the Student Union 
for 
position  description & salary 
information.
 Hourly wage 92.53. 
FOOD SIERVICIFIESPRESSO
 MR 




 Al shifts email, fiat
 
Ms. $7.50$8/1v to start. Must be 
18+ years. Call 7339446, ask for 
Wen3y, lute or Vcia. 
COPY OPERATOR4110 Sped  
Cola. Some Bindery work. Experi-
ence preferred, but
 will train. 
Full 
or






ed, enjoy fast paced environment 
end have 'Teem Player
 
attitude, 




in person at AnzaGraphix, 
2 N. Market St. (downtown San 
Joie), 406.277-0700. 
01151111110 INSTRUCTORS PT  
FT. 
Haeltrry HS Gab with clean DMV. 
999W.








100001 OP dry care protean 
We can work around  your school 
schedule. Early morning or after-
noon
 positions available. F/T 
employment available
 during 
summer brook Thlo 
lea





Roc, Psych, Soc, Of Ed required. 
408-379-3200021.
 
RECREATION LEADER -P/T, after -
school playground & 
day  camp aro 
grams in &lame Mf. 1015 hrs/wic 
during the school year. MF, 15.39 
ters/wk 
during  the summer. $9.80 
hr. starting.  Pick
 up applications 
2/6-2/28 at City Hall, 801 N. 1st 
St.













 Downtown Sanlose. 
Inner City
 Express. 
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
TEACHERS 
PT & FT noiodad for 
schoolage  child care program. 12 











Work in exotic locations, meet fun 




ment Services: 1-800-276-4948 
ext. C60418. (We are 
a research 
& 
punishing  company). 
JOSS! JOSS! 
The Student 















 in & check our 
job listings! 
Applications available on 3rd floor 
in the Student 
Union  Admirt Office 
SECURITY - 
ACUFACTS,  INC. 




 All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many 
Benefits1 












 ad Panirmor. 





State  T's, a 
leading 
sportswear 
distributor, seeks a 
Warehouse 
Team
















$7.00  per hour 
Work for 








 cal 5:30pm. 
Golden 
State  T's 
2110 Zenker Road 
San Jose, CA 95131 
At the caner of Cheroot 
& Zenker 
in the back row of buildings. 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs. 9am-9prn. Downtown 
near 4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly 
$S








ECE or Experience Preferred. 
EOE Call 370-0357. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp  Leaders 
Elem soh,  age recreation program, 
P/T Ian 26 
pm
 Waft the soh. y. 
F/T during summer camp program. 
Excellent salary, 
no
 ECE req. Los 
Gatos -Sara. Recreation. Call Janet 









Ile  guards & camp leaders) 




Asian  Speaker Preferred. 
Call Ya-Ling: 408-295-5004 
TEACHERS/SUBS
 NEEDED for 
preschcol. 
Mn
 6 ECE lats. Benefits. 
Greet 
EnVronrnent.  For  more ha 
call 
3776733. 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for
 egg donation.
 Desperate Mal 
couples need sax help to concave. 
Can you help? Ages 21-29, 
non-smoker, 
heathy  & respasbe. 
$3,000 stipend at 
epenses
 peid. 
Oths Stridoes also needed.
 Pease 
de WWFC 1-5104320-9495. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to 525.00/hr
 salary + tips. 











S6/hr  plus 
$10/hr
 in tips. 
Deliver from best Si restaurants. 
Flexible 















 can find 





276-0654  ext. A60416. 





Liquor 8, Beer Prornotiorts. Over 2L 
Great P/T lob. Energetic. Reliable. 
Vehicle. Work Eves & Weekends. 
T.E.A.M. ENTERPRISES. INC. 
Call





Train) Managers earn 
S4000/mo 








$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to 
$120/weekl  
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  










 for school 
age
 childcare program in Almaden 
Valley. 
8am.10am & 2pm-6pm. 
Excellent Benefits






LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY 
seeking customer
 service repre-




train. Call David H. 
46406441-8600.  
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A R/IUR/3 
We will train you for a full-time 




Weekly Pay incentives 






You must be career minded. 
(That's An) Call 408345-3936.  
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID? 
Willing 
to work flexible hours and 
make 
great money? American 
Radio Is expanding, and needs 
you now! 
Don't wait, call %Asti at 
(406)995.5905. 










atrced Get ire rale
 ertge fa fnclrg 
work in Japan, 




ext..160416. (We area research & 
ixiblishing  company) 
LOST & 
FOUND  
FOUND: LADIES BLACK 
WALLET 
at TKE HOUSE on San Fernando. 
Call 292-4689 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only 
$57 00 
per  year. 
Save 30%. 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 
1-800-655-3225.  
VOLUNTEERS 
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL 
relationship? 
Have you ever been 
in 
one? Researcher seeks people  
all ethnic backgrounds, straight 
or gay 
for






Within USA 579.5129. 
Mexico
 






415-834-9192 cst pending. 
FINANCIAL AID 




 for financial 
aid!







private & public sec-
tors.
 Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. 








 ROOM FOR RENT 
Right next to campus. 5325/mo. 





LAKE SIUDIO: SEM + $500 deo 
Aso, 1 BDRM 
$703.+ $500 dep. 
Parking Utilities paid. 1 person, no 
pets 5th & 
Reed.  Call 293-7000.
 
1 SR APT FOR 1 PERSON MOIL 
2 
persons
 $800. Clean, quiet,
 
sober & financially 
responsible  
required.
 553 So. 6th St. Call 
William
 0 408292-1890. 
2 SORIA APARTMENT - $900/510. 





















 VW RASINT 40R, AT, 
AC,  PS, 












FAST FUNDRAISER  Rabe Maw 
in 5days - Greeks, Groups, Clubs, 
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy. 
No financial Obligation.
 
1-800662-1982 ext. 33. 
SPORTS/THRILLS
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE? 
There  is nothing compared to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving!
 Tandem, Accelerated 
Freelall, 
Turbine  Aircraft. 
SJSU student 
owned  & operated 






Classroom Computer Co. 
3549 Haven Ave. 
OH 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
















 924-3277 Fax: 924-3282
 
WORD PROCESSING 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses,  term papers,
 group 
projects, resumes. All 
formats
 
including APA. Fax available. 
Experienced, 
dependable,  quick 
return. Almaden/Branham
 
area. Call Linda 
408-264-4504.  
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 









and other services available on 
either WordPerfect
 or Word. 
Masterson's Word Processing.
 
Cal Paul or 
Virginia  408-2510449. 
*AFFORDABLE& 
EXPERIENCED.  




 Nursing, Group Projects, 
Rearms. 







5.1/1-PUrear.  PAM'S 
PCOFESSOWL WORD 
PRocEsSiNc,  
247-2681,  8am-I3pm. 
SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting
 students who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. 
All  
levels 
welcome:  Beginning, 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or 
Folk. 




 7th St parking 
garage. Small clean & affordable.  
Call pager 
9482844  for rates and 
availability. Se 













Call (408) 978-8034. 
WINT11113 HELP. Fast professional 
editing,
 rewriting, ghostwriting. 









Dave Bolick at 510401-9664. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EMall. 
WRITING ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades when help is just a call 
away? Harvard
 Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research & writing. Tutorial also 













tips,  tools and ideas on 
how to improve your 
writing, 







 free phone consultation: 
(415)1254111013..seit Mr Duds& 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - 
LOCAL RATES 
FOR 
NATIONAL / AGENCY 
RATES  CALL 
408-924-3277
 















Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three Four 








































 line (25 spoon 
no 
) sot 
in bold Mr se's 
oh 
Up to 5 addlional 






















 &ie.:* or money order to. 
Spartan 
Defy Osseifieds 
Son Joss State University 
San Jose C.A 95192-0149
 
 Classified desk is located in Dwight Rental Hail, Room 209. 
 Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication. 
 Al ads we moped.  No refunds on cancelled Ms. 
 Rates for conesculkre publications don only. 























































for  these classifications.
 $6.00
 for a 






 between 10am and 2pm. Student ID 
required.
 
**Lost I Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as 











 for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers' 























probe  or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood 





 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, 
tweezing  
or using 
chemicals.  Let us prsrma 
°entry 
remove






Bikini  - Chin - 
Tummy etc. 
Students & faculty 
receive 15% 
discount.  First appt. 
1/2 pica if male before
 6/1/97. 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. 




WRMNO TUTOR AVAILABLE 
Proofreading 8, editing too 
M.A. in Spech Communications.
 
Call
 Denise 297-7393. 
TUTOR AVAILABLE -Grad,  student 
available
 to tutor Math, Physics. 
Chemistry 8, Computer Sci. All years. 
hexpensive. Sva 408985-9192. 
ENGLISH TUTOR 
Speaking, Reading and Aiming
 




 advertisements in 
Uses columns nay relic the 
reader to speolfk telephone 
numbers
 or addr   for 
additional
 Information. 
Classified readers should be 
remkided Met, when nuking 
Visas Sather contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before smiting 
matey kw goals or services. 
In addition, readers should 
meekly imestigerte d emu 
atedrig employment Meting, 
aco ***** for discount 
muttons 
or













10 Mountie's org 


























31 'Wanted" initials 
32 Honest - 






39 Wheal - 
41 
Full of holes 
43 Animal's fur 
44 Planet's path
 














Dancing  as 




















Take  t easy 
74 
Coda  n 
composition  
PREVIOUS  PUZZLE SOLVED
 
MIMEO 













































































21 Actor Flynn 
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education;  wants to expand programs 
for 
adults  
By Catherine Spencer 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Out of the dilapidated old Administration Building 
behind Clark Library emerges Mark Novak, who was 
recently hired to move SJSU's continuing education into 
the 21st
 century. 
Novak is poised to serve San Jose State University with 
seven years experience as associate dean at the University 
of 
Manitoba




was responsible for a staff and budget similar to SJSU. 
In his field of sociology, where
 he
 specializes in geron-
tology issues, Novak has completed a textbook called 
"Issues in Aging." His academic record includes a doctor-
ate in sociology from York University in Toronto, Canada 
and a bachelor's degree in sociology 
from Rutgers 
University in New Jersey. 
As the new dean of continuing education, the New 
Jersey native is expanding a variety of programs offered to 
adults 
who want to attend SJSU but have not decided to 
get a degree. 





session and professional development, Novak hopes to 
increase students' access to continuing education. 
"Continuing education, lifelong learning, is not even a 
choice anymore.
 






 obsolete," Novak said. 
People don't just go to school, work and retire any-
more, he said. More adults arc coming back to universities 
to retrain for another career or explore personal interests. 
Strengthening ties with the community is important to 
Novak who sees continuing education as an open door to 
adults,
 single parents and professionals. 
Iii
 make continuing education more responsive to stu-
dent's needs, Novak is developing 
a curriculum where 
classes can be taken via the Internet, CD-ROM, videotape 
and other types of medium. 
"We want to offer distributed education, which is 
instruction free from 
thc barriers of time and space. Then 
students could 
go to school wherever they arc," Novak 
said. 
By taking existing programs and making them more 
available to students, Novak intends to break down
 
the 
walls of the traditional university education. 
"He (Novak) has hit the ground running," said 
Michacl Ego, dean 
if
 the College of Applied Sciences and 
Arts.. "lie's new to the university and he wants to make 
things happen." 
For Novak, being the new kid on the block isn't always 
easy. lie said it was difficult to pack up all his things and 
move from his comfortable 
little
 home in the sleepy sub-
urbs
 of Manitoba, Canada. 
"I 
knew it was going to be an adventure meeting new 
friends and leaving the old 
ones,"
 Novak said. "At the 
same (tine new 
places
 can be stressful. Even the simplest 
things like going to the store can be an ordeal because you 
can get lost." 
A chapter of 
Novak's












Novak built his career, raised
 his children and 
made a name for himself. 
Novak spent
 decades working his way through the 
ranks to associate dean at 
the  University of Manitoba 
Continuing Education Division before departing to his 
current
 role as a dean at SJSU. 
Ready for a change when his children finished school, 
Novak  said there was no reason for him to stay in place 




 Burstein, who was a member of 
the committee responsible for recruiting a 
new
 dean of 
continuing education, Novak presented a good fit for cre-
ating a strong metropolitan university. 
"Knowing the job from
 
the
 ground up gives me an edge 
because I can identify with the needs of the 
many different 
Mark Novak, the new 
dean
 of continuing education, sits in his new office, that has yet to be organized and furnished. 
constituencies






has  been busy 
implementing  his 
plans  for 
continuing
 education, he 
has been able to 
appreciate the 
weather
 of the Bay 
Area on his 
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 more for the basics than you have too 
At City College, you can get your Math,
 Science and English 
requirements taken 
care  of for just$13 /UNIT. 
Even better, they're not impossible to get into 
Mini -semester 
starts  February 24th 






































Disabled Students Program 









EnNloh Learning Skills 
Mathematics












Construction  Technology 
Technology History
 Natural Science 
Psychology 
